
 

 

May 7, 2014 
 
Daniel M. Ashe, Director 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
1849 C Street NW, Room 3331 
Washington, DC 20240-0001 
 
Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office 
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2605 
Sacramento, CA 95825-1846 
 
Re: Illegal Proposed Delisting of the Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle 
 
Dear Mr. Ashe: 
 
Based on comments from scientific peer review and a review of the proposed delisting 
rule, the Center for Biological Diversity and The Xerces Society for Invertebrate 
Conservation are writing to urge you to formally withdraw the proposal to remove the 
valley elderberry longhorn beetle (Desmocerus californicus dimorphus) from its current 
status as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act. 
 
The January 2013 independent scientific peer review of the proposed rule, as well as 
information we received from the Service as part of a Freedom of Information Act 
request, make clear that the delisting proposal is not supported by the best available 
scientific information. The conclusions of the proposed rule are based on a foundation 
of faulty data, unsupported assumptions, misinterpreted information and cherry-picked 
science that dismisses evidence that does not support delisting. 
 
Your agency’s own peer review found that the Service’s analysis of the status of the 
valley elderberry longhorn beetle (“VELB”) did not use the best available science, did 
not use the most recent information on the species, and did not reference all relevant 
information about the species. The peer reviewers concluded that the scientific 
foundation of the proposed rule is not fundamentally sound. 
 
The peer reviewers disputed the Service’s contention that 26 locations currently host 
VELB, noting that the sole basis for this optimistic assumption are old CNDDB records 
relying on exit holes only (rather than actual sightings of beetles) that very likely 
misidentify the species of beetle.  The peer reviewers noted that the proposed rule 
ignored evidence that many of the alleged valley elderberry longhorn beetle records in 
the CNDDB are in fact misidentified exit holes of a more common beetle species. The 
reviewers note that 8 of alleged 26 locations with VELB have no evidence of beetle 
activity in at least 15 years and that 11 of the alleged locations had no evidence at all of 



VELB - only documented exit holes that were likely the non-threatened California 
elderberry longhorn beetle. 
 
Significantly, the reviewers stated that the alleged increase in number of VELB locations 
is largely a function of the Service arbitrarily changing the definition of what constitutes 
a “location” - i.e. claiming nearby clustered occurrences are all discrete “locations.” 
 
The reviewers noted that the proposed rule touts supposed new VELB habitat created 
by planting of elderberries at mitigation and restoration sites, yet there is little to no data 
on habitat quality or evidence of VELB use at these sites. 
 
The peer reviewers noted that the Service dismissed, minimized or ignored increasing 
threats to VELB such as the invasive Argentine ant and European earwig, which are 
becoming widespread and disruptive to beetle populations. The Service also ignored 
evidence that VELB host plants have stopped reproducing along dammed rivers, such 
as along much of the Sacramento River below Shasta Dam. Without supporting 
evidence or rationale, the Service dismissed declines of VELB in the northern end of its 
range, and did not consider the lack of recent records in the southern end of its range 
when discussing population trends. The proposed rule also improperly dismissed the 
effects of climate change on the VELB. 
 
Information we received from the Service as part of a FOIA request indicates that the 
Service appears to have relied on factually inaccurate comment letters by lobbyists for a 
real estate developer to illegally change the 2006 five-year review recommendation 
from "no change" to "delist." This was a politically-based rather than science-based 
review. Internal discussions among Service staff most familiar with the species indicate 
that Service biologists concluded that delisting was not warranted. 
 
The information on the status of the VELB in the 2006 five year review did not in any 
way support delisting. Although the 5-year review concluded that the occurrence of the 
beetle has increased from the original 3 “locations” to 26 “locations” it also 
acknowledged that “there are no long-term population data available for the valley 
elderberry longhorn beetle; rather, the only available data are the CNDDB occurrence 
records and limited records from other sources.”  As was pointed out by the peer 
reviewers, however, this data is clearly erroneous and does not provide a solid basis for 
moving forward with delisting. 
 
As such, there is not sufficient supporting population data to move forward with 
delisting.  Moreover, delisting criteria, including how many populations are needed for 
recovery, have never been developed and the recovery objectives that were established 
by the 1984 recovery plan have not been met.  This was acknowledged in the 2006 5-
year review, which concluded that “Primary Objectives in the original listing have been 
only partially met” and “to date, specific delisting recovery criteria have not been 
developed.” 
 



Simply put, the proposed rule to delist the valley elderberry longhorn beetle is not based 
on best science and does not comply with the requirements of the ESA. We recommend 
that the Service formally withdraw this arbitrary and capricious proposed rule to delist 
the beetle, and publish a corrected “not warranted” finding in response to the 2010 
petition to delist the species. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kieran Suckling 
Executive Director 
Center for Biological Diversity 
P.O. Box 710  
Tucson, AZ 85702 
 
Sarina Jepsen  
Endangered Species Program Director 
The Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation  
628 NE Broadway, Suite 200 
Portland, OR 97232 


